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Abstract—Spectrum Access System (SAS) allows incumbent
military systems to share spectrum in a hierarchical manner
with tier-2 Priority Access License (PAL) users and tier-3 General
Authorized Access (GAA) users. FCC has recently allowed PAL
owners to sublicense their channels. Therefore, when GAA
channels are congested they can request a sublicense to access the
PAL channel on a coordinated basis, which provides interference
protection from other GAA users. In this paper we propose a
grid map to measure and monitor the secondary spectrum market
for the purpose of spectrum trading with QoS guarantee. This
work provides the subsequent spectrum trading models with a
reasonable and dedicated interference graph for further opti-
mization of spectrum allocation. Compared with traditional long-
term spectrum licensing policy, short-term licensing makes the
spectrum allocated effectively. We find the optimal resolution of
the discrete grid map that maximizes the profit from sublicensing.
Simulation results are provided to demonstrate how fine to grid
the region and let the PAL owner achieve monetary benefit, in
a given number of sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of mobile networks, a nation-
wide spectrum license authorized for a long term is no longer
efficient. In the coming 5G era, a short-term license affords
more flexibility and efficiency for both wireless users and
providers. As a novel economic resource, spectrum should be
dynamically managed in the further networks both in theory
and practice. How to design the policy of access becomes a
critical problem. Exclusive spectrum access and unlicensed
access are two basic methods. Exclusive spectrum access
will certainly be needed in 5G mobile systems to guarantee
quality of service (QoS) while unlicensed access, on the
contrary, offers unpredictable QoS but for free. However, other
regulatory options may be needed in addition to coordinate the
interference between them. For example, in 2011 the Radio
Spectrum Policy Group (RSPG) in Europe proposed Licensed
Shared Access (LSA) for spectrum sharing [1] [2], and in 2012
USA’s Federal Communications Commission (FCC) started to
develop Spectrum Access System (SAS) [3] [4].

Considering interference issue, the cell planning is a crucial
part of base station deployment within one single operator’s
communication network. Although inter-operators’ sharing can
improve the spectrum efficiency and many algorithms are
proposed for this purpose, the problem has been remained
challenging in multiple operators because of private issues and
mutual interference [5] [6]. Fortunately, SAS can provide a
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Fig. 1. SAS: A Priority Access License (PAL) is defined as a non-renewable
authorization to use a 10MHz channel in a single census tract for three years.
The PAL holder could be any kinds of stakeholders, including who even do
not have infrastructures and they can lease the spectrum to a Secondary PAL
owners. The protection zones can be defined in a dedicated grid map.

flexible platform for multi-operators’ spectrum sharing. It is a
three-tiered framework, including (i) Incumbent Access (high-
est privilege), (ii) Priority Access and (iii) General Authorized
Access (GAA) (lowest privilege).

In this paper, we focus on the spectrum spatial efficiency
of Priority Access License (PAL) in SAS. The latest FCC
report [4] proposed to allocate the PAL by auction for three-
year term on census tract basis. The Priority Access Licensees
could be anyone, even those who have no infrastructure. The
PAL owner can use the spectrum with protection from the
GAA users’ interference. In some cases, the PAL owner can
lease a sublicense to a Secondary PAL (SPAL) user for the
purpose of monetary. As a charged user, the SPAL user also
needs protection from harmful interference from other SPAL
and GAA users. One of the challenging problems is how to
define the protection zone for each owner and SPAL user.
Although the protection zone is defined as -96dBm contour
in [4], the coordination between different stakeholders is not
given. To ensure exclusive sublicenses we introduce a spatial
interference-free grid map to formalize and minimize the
interference, as shown in Fig. 1.

The spectrum allocation between multiple operators is
investigated in [7] and spectrum sharing in heterogeneous
network is analyzed in [8] [9]. To solve the competition,



economic tool is also widely used to solve the conflicting
problem in a dense region [10] [11]. In a business driven
model, SPAL users pay PAL owner for the sublicenses, in
return, PAL owner needs to provide them with QoS guarantee.
However, none of the existing works mention how to construct
the interference restraints based on the protection zone. To our
best knowledge, this is the first paper present detailed solution
of protection zones.

The novelty of this paper is adopting grid to solve complex
interference contours among multiple operators. By taking the
advantage of the fact that the power falls off with distance of
signal propagation, we can reuse the same frequency at spa-
tially separated locations. For a given region, it can be easily
divided into cells by one operator, so long as the interference
between co-channels stations is kept below acceptable levels.
When it comes to sharing of multiple operators, the easy way
to coordinate interference is pre-defining protection zones,
which involves few steps computation. In our method, each
active -96dBm contour represents a base station’s coverage
area. The grid criteria includes the a proper resolution and
maximizing the profit of spectrum trading. Simulation results
show how fine to grid a region and achieve a higher profit.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the preliminaries and problem formulation are provided. In
Section III, we present the details of our proposed solution.
We also provide simulation result and discussion in Section
IV, and conclude the paper in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND NETWORK MODEL

A. Preliminaries

Inter-operator shared access is a complementary new alter-
native for spectrum sharing, where multiple operators jointly
use a part of licensed spectrum. Even though it can improve
the spectrum efficiency, the exclusive use and interference
protection from each other turn out to be new challenges. SAS
can enable the short-term licenses but still need to call for
more flexible regulatory regime where, for example, different
operators may use exclusive bands with different authorization
modes, such as PAL and GAA. PAL is a license lasting for
three years in a census tract [4] with interference protection,
while GAA is based on opportunistic access and without
any QoS guarantee. When the GAA band is congested, more
operators will seek good QoS from PAL band. In this case,
PAL owner can earn money by leasing a sublicense.

The SAS will incorporate information from a sensing
network, which will be used to detect available spectrum
and monitor the behavior of SPAL users, e.g. SPAL users’
actual contours. Moreover, given the critical importance of
the interference-free operations in the band, we must ensure
that SPAL users’ base stations submit their contours as their
protection zones and prices. Then SPAL users can be protected
in the same privilege as the PAL users.

Both PAL and SPAL users should report their protection
contours on the basis of the network deployment, as long as
they are within the boundaries established by the objective
default protection contour. They are encouraged to work with

SAS Administrators to tailor their self-reported PAL protection
zone to their particular needs within the boundaries defined
by the default protection contours. The approach will provide
flexibility to PAL user while also creating an objective means
of determining a maximum protection contour and minimizing
the risk that PAL user might claim protections beyond the
extent of their actual network deployment. Under a system
relying on pure self-reporting, we are concerned that PAL
user would be effectively encouraged to deploy their networks
inefficiently and seek protection for extremely low signal
levels or in areas without facilities that are in actual use.

B. Network Model

The spectrum sharing framework can be illustrated with
a set of N base stations competing for limited number of
sublicenses from a PAL user. Every potential base station
needs to submit its -96dBm contour, which is used to win
the sublicenses in the space domain, then the SAS sever
will compute the interference-free protection zones and then
allocate sublicenses to them. The shape of the contour actually
could be arbitrary and it is difficult to tell the interference
condition between them in a distributed regime. Therefore
the centralized SAS is more suitable for the sublicensing
allocation. Let the shape of contour i be Di : F (x, y) = 0,
and its payment is

pi =

∫∫
Di

vi(x, y)dσ (1)

where vi(x, y) is the valuation density in the space domain.
The spectrum allocation should ensure that contours are
spatially independent, namely the protection zone could not
overlap with any other one. The allocation result is denoted
by ai ∈ {0, 1}. If SPAL user i is assigned a sublicense ai = 1,
otherwise ai = 0 and accordingly it pays nothing, pi = 0. PAL
user’s revenue R of the sublicensing comes from all the SPAL
users, which defined as

R =

N∑
i=1

ai

∫∫
Di

vi(x, y)dσ (2)

The cost of the PAL user is the number of sensors it uses
to monitor the interference in the census tract. Assume that
the density of sensors over the census tract is ρ(x, y), which
is the number of sensors over per unit space. Let η denote the
cost of one sensor in term of monetary $. Therefore, the cost
of sensing network over the area Di is

ci = η

∫∫
Di

ρ(x, y)dσ (3)

The objective is to maximize the profit of sublicense trading,
defined as

P(D,v, ρ(x, y)) = argmax
ai

R−
N∑
i=1

aici

= argmax
ai

N∑
i=1

ai

∫∫
Di

vi(x, y)− ηρ(x, y)dσ

(4)



s.t.Di ∩Dj = ∅,∀i, j (5)

where D is the set of submitted contour areas D =
{D1, D2, . . . , DN} and v = {v1, v2, ..., vN}. The constraint
(5) aims to guarantee there is no overlapping between any two
SPAL users’ contours.

III. PROTECTION ZONE IN GRID

The traditional homogeneous network expansion technolo-
gies will no longer handle the rapid growth of user population
and their wireless volume thirsty [12]. In the future the
heterogeneity of network will become more prominent, in
terms of cell size and access methods. Moreover, the shape
and size of potential SPAL users heavily differ from each
other. One of the feasible way is to define a protection zone
for the sublicensees. Spatial division is more flexible and
with low computation. A design of sublicenses over grid is
demonstrated in this section.

A. Grid Resolution

The shape of contour is arbitrary because of geographical
environment, which makes the protection zone difficult to
measure in practice. The cost of sublicense is based on the
area of the contour then the immediate question is how to
estimate it.

The common method to estimate the area of an arbitrary
shape is breaking it up into smaller basic shapes, which will
help approach to a fine approximation. The smaller the shapes
are, the better the approximation will be. One easy way is
putting the arbitrary shape into a grid and count the number
of tiles it covers. We assume that the sensors are uniformly
deployed in a region, and at the nodes in a grid, as shown in
Fig. 2. The resolution of a grid is

ρ(x, y) = (
1

λ
+ 1)2 ≈ 1

λ2
, λ� 1 (6)

where λ is the size of the tile or the distance between two
sensors in the same row/column, e.g. λa = 1/6 km in Fig. 2
(a) and λb = 1/8 km in Fig. 2 (b).

Then we use two types of tiles to estimate the area of the
contour: boundary/half tile and interior/whole tile. Because
partial covering of a tile is usually count as a half tile. The
boundary is covered by half tiles and the interior is covered
by whole tiles. In fact, the boundary area, which is covered by
partial tiles could also be another base station’s boundary, so
another parameter β is defined as the boundary sensitivity and
it will be explained in Section B III. The price of the contour
i is estimated as the unit space valuation multiplied by the
contour area

pi ≈ vi(wi + 0.5βhi)λ
2 (7)

where wi is the number of whole tiles in a contour i, and hi
is the number of half tiles in a contour, and vi is the average
valuation per unit space for the sublicense. The coefficient 0.5
is used to estimate area of the half tile as 0.5, i.e., one half of
the whole tile.

For example, in the grid of Fig. 2(a) the number of whole
tile is wa = 9, while the number of half tiles is ha = 20.

h w
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Fig. 2. The grid is used to measure and monitor the protection zone. In this
example, the area is normalized as 1km×1km. The resolution in (a) is lower
than that in (b), i.e., λa = 1/6 km, λb = 1/8 km.

In Fig. 2(b), the number of whole tile is wb = 21 while the
number of half tiles wb = 26. Therefore the prices under two
different resolutions are

pa = v(wa + βha)λ
2
a = v(9 + 20 ∗ 0.5β)/62 (8)

pb = v(wb + βhi)λ
2
b = v(21 + 26 ∗ 0.5β)/82 (9)

respectively.
Note that though a higher resolution contributes to a good

precision, but it needs a larger number of sensors and also
results in higher cost. To guarantee interference protection
between SPAL users, sublicenses should be assigned to non-
overlapping contours, the allocation determination should op-
timize the profit. Potential SPAL users apply to the SAS
sever for temporary sublicensing protection. Success of the
competing for protection depends on their pricing and overall
determination in a conflicting situation. The sublicense rights
are granted by the overall judgment.

B. Boundary Sensitivity

In a dense area, where a large number of SPAL users
compete for sublicenses, the interference on the boundary area
is difficult to tell from each other. Because in some cases,
the boundary tile is usually shared by more than one SPAL
user. This is the reason we introduce boundary sensitivity
β, which is defined as the tolerance of the neighbors. It
is used to judge the maximum number of shared users in
a boundary tile. For example, if the boundary tiles are not
allowed to share with anyone else, the boundary sensitivity β
is set as zero. In a sparse situation, the boundary area is still
interference-free, and boundary sensitivity β should be set as
zero, which means that the sublicensee does not want to share
the boundary tiles with anyone else. On the contrary, in a
competitive situation, the boundary tile is probably shared by
multiple base stations. Since the QoS is no longer as good as
that in a sparse situation, the boundary is less valuable. In this
case, the boundary sensitivity is set as the tolerance in terms
of the limited number of SPAL users over the boundary area.
If the number of shared users in a boundary tiles is greater
than the boundary sensitivity, the tiles will not be charged and
no QoS guarantee.



For example, in Fig. 4(b), ten sublicenses are allocated.
Since they are close to each other, we cannot really tell the
exclusive boundary of every allocated sublicenses and cannot
guarantee QoS at the boundary. One the right side, the top two
contours share one boundary tile. More simulation results will
be presented in Section IV.

C. Allocation

An interference graph G could be constructed upon the
interference conditions determined as above in Fig. 3. Let
vertices denote the base stations and edges denote the interfer-
ence condition between them. If the base station i’s contour
(interior tile) overlaps base station j’s contour, we say there is
interference between them (we do not count the overlapping
boundary tiles as interfering tiles). Then the next step is to
finding the independent vertices from the graph, which is
modeled as graph coloring problem and proved to be NP-hard.
Greedy algorithms are used for winner determination and the
detailed further work can refer to [10] [13]. The allocation ai
is determined in this step.

IV. SIMULATION RESULT

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme, such as how the grid resolution and boundary sensi-
tivity affect the allocation result and profit.

A. Methodology

We assume that N = 20 base stations are uniformly
distributed in a 2km×2km census tract. To make this model
more practical we further let the -96dBm contour of base
station’s radius be 200 meters. We run the simulation for
1000 times to mitigate the impact of randomness. In the
simulation, the profit under different resolutions are compared
and analyzed.

B. Resolution and Interference Graph

We first demonstrate how the resolution affects the Inter-
ference Graph, as shown in Fig. 3. An interference graph is
widely used to assign spectrum to mutual interfering users.
The nodes in the interference graph denote the users while
the edges denote the interference between them. In Fig. 3,
the graph differently formed as the resolution ρ varies from
1/0.052 to 1/0.42. The interference graph is used for winner
determination, so it directly results in a different allocation,
as shown in Fig. 4. The color scale indicates the number of
shared SPAL users. Particularly, when the tile’s color value is
-1, it is a whole tile and not shared.

When the resolution is high, the region is fine gridded and
the interference graph is more complex than that under a low
resolution. Since the range of the base station is 0.2 km, the
minimum interference-free distance between two base stations
is 0.4 km. When the distance of the two neighboring sensors
is larger than 0.4 km, the sensing network cannot measure the
area well.
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Fig. 3. Area 2km× 2km: when the grid resolution varies from high to low,
the interference graph becomes less complex.
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Fig. 4. Sublicenses allocation. When the grid resolution varies from high to
low, the protection zones cannot be measured precisely. The tile’s color scale
indicates the number of shared SPAL users in that tile.

C. Boundary Sensitivity

The boundary sensitivity will be used to judge the tolerance
of the shared users, particularly in a competitive situation. As
illustrated in Fig. 5, if β is set as zero, the contour boundary
tiles cannot shared by anyone else, accordingly the boundary
tiles will be ignored then profitable area is less. However, when
β is greater than zero, the total allocated area will increase then
drop. Because the boundary area is usually partially covered
by the half tiles, if the boundary area is shared by a limited
number of users (the shared users only pay less), the total
allocated area will increase with a little lower QoS. However,
when the sensors are deployed every more than 0.125 km,
the grid is too coarse to distinguish the protection zones, then
the profitable allocated area falls down. Because the severely
interfering boundary tiles are ignored, and the estimation of
protection zones is no longer precise.
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Fig. 5. The number of the sensors will exponentially decrease along with the
grid length. When the boundary sensitivity is set greater than zero, the total
allocated area is optimized at λ = 0.125.
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Fig. 6. With the decrement of the grid resolution, no matter how the cost of
sensor changes, the profit reaches the peak at λ = 0.125.

D. Resolution and Profit

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the grid length λ varies from 0.01
km to 0.4 km, and β = 2. The valuation over per unit space is
normalized as vi(x, y) = 1, while the cost η of the each sensor
is set as {10, 100, 500, 1000}, compared to vi. The profit first
increases from extremely low to the peak until λ = 0.125 km,
then drops. This is because, when the resolution is high (λ is
small), even though the contours can be precisely measured,
the cost of all the sensors is so expensive. When the resolution
is low, the size of tile is large, then the estimation of contour
area will be less precise. Accordingly, the cost is lower and
the profit falls down. When the sensor is deployed every 0.125
km, we can achieve the highest profit.

V. CONCLUSION

Spectrum sublicensing for temporary use is a flexible and
feasible solution for spectrum sharing between multiple op-
erators, particularly on the platform of SAS and LSA. In
this paper, we propose a sublicensing scheme to enable the
spectrum trading in a secondary market, hence the spectrum
efficiency can be improved as driven by business. Operation

of small cell networks only based on dedicated licenses may
not feasible as more spectrum is needed, flexible spectrum
use and short-term spectrum access is a way forward for
profitable sharing in the coming decades. The principle of
allocation spectrum to mobile network operators based on a
dedicated and exclusive license will persist, as a method to
ensure contour coverage and QoS. The proposed scheme can
provide subsequent auction or other economic models with a
reasonable interference graph. Since spectrum sharing in SAS
has not yet been fully studied, this paper demonstrates how
to open a secondary spectrum market and assign available
sublicenses to SPAL users. Based on the analysis of the
simulation results, the importance of the boundary sensitivity
should be adjusted by the density of interested SPAL users
and the resolution also be optimized to maximize the profit.
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